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Abstract: As the interaction between companies becomes more and more complex, the problems
of asymmetric information, weak traceability, and low collaboration efficiency in the traditional
centralized supply chain are becoming increasingly prominent. To solve these problems, this paper
designs a supply chain system based on blockchain. With the help of trade chain and information
chain platforms, an overall framework of the supply chain system is constructed. By formulating
platform interaction rules, the system information exchange format is standardized to ensure the
stability and efficiency of system interaction. Smart contracts are used to manage supply chain system
transactions and information interactions to achieve efficient and convenient information sharing,
ensuring the security and reliability of supply chain information. The comprehensive performance of
the system is evaluated through experiments. Experimental results indicate that while the system
realizes the basic functions of the supply chain, it can promote the sharing of information between
participants and improve its efficiency.
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1. Introduction

The concept of the supply chain [1] first appeared in the late 1980s and was first widely
used in the 1990s. The supply chain is a functional network chain centered on core enter-
prises, including logistics, capital flow, and information flow among raw material suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors, end consumers, and supply chain members. It contains links
such as product production, processing, transportation, and storage. By participating in
different stages of the supply chain with roles of both producer and consumer, enterprises
promote the operation of the supply chain network [2]. The supply chain integrates in-
formation flow, capital flow, and logistics between enterprises, emphasizing information
sharing, risk sharing, exchanges, and cooperation, so as to strengthen collaboration and
maximize the overall benefits.

Since the beginning of the 21st century, with the development of the global market
and the advent of the digital economy, supply chain capabilities have gradually become a
key factor in corporate competition. The market environment is developed rapidly, and
various kinds of interactions between supply chain enterprises are becoming more frequent
and complex. The centralized supply chain model has been unable to meet the increasing
needs of enterprises. It is inevitable for the entire supply chain to be informationalized.
With the help of barcode technology and radio frequency data communication technology,
Walmart improved the replenishment system and greatly improved the gross profit margin
of goods [3]. In 2017, the marine carrier Maersk and IBM jointly established a digital
trade platform to manage and track container transportation [4]; and GE Aviation Group is
cooperating extensively with Microsoft, using its Azure platform to promote the digital
transformation of airlines [5].

Blockchain is a decentralized and tamper-resistant distributed ledger based on multi-
ple technologies [6]. It is characterized by a reliable database, security and trust, collective
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maintenance, transparent transactions, and tamper-resistance. It was first used as the
underlying technology of Bitcoin [7–12]. Its distributed storage and tamper-resistance can
effectively protect data integrity while ensuring its credibility and maximizing sharing.
The prospect of applying blockchain in data interaction and storage is good. The Ethereum
platform [13] added the Turing complete programming language and smart contracts [14]
to the blockchain. Through smart contracts, users can develop and deploy decentralized ap-
plications on the Ethereum platform to complete more complex and smarter functions [15].
The application of smart contracts in the blockchain has greatly expanded the application
pattern of blockchain technology, extending it from the original simple transaction func-
tion to non-financial fields. Xie [16] and others designed the MeDShare system through
smart contracts and access-control mechanisms to provide traceability and audit services
for medical data. Zyskind et al. [17] proposed a distributed computing framework for
secure data protection. Based on blockchain technology, the framework manages data
through online indices, with data storage performed at off-chain nodes. McCorry [18]
proposed an E-voting electronic voting scheme based on smart contracts, using blockchain
technology to ensure the transparency of the voting process and the authenticity of its
results. Faisal et al. [19] designed a smart drug supply chain management system based
on blockchain. The system records the full-cycle information of drugs in a decentralized
manner to ensure medication safety for patients.

There are three main problems with the traditional supply chain [20].
(a) Data is isolated. Enterprises usually establish a dedicated data platform to manage

their relevant information. However, in the traditional supply chain, the lack of an open
sharing platform between enterprises causes information asymmetry. In addition, the
traditional way of information exchange cannot guarantee the security and reliability of
data transmission, which makes it difficult to exchange data in the supply chain.

(b) Collaboration efficiency is low. Due to poor information flow in the supply chain
and for other reasons, enterprises cannot grasp the relevant conditions in the supply chain
in a timely fashion, and it is difficult to form a good cooperation mechanism between them.
At the same time, as more enterprises are designed for the supply chain, the core enterprises
exert less control, resulting in a lack of coordination among supply chain enterprises and
the inability to form a good complementary mechanism, which affects efficiency.

(c) Product information tracing is challenging. This requires full life-cycle tracking.
Difficulties sharing data in traditional supply chains, and the inability to guarantee the
security of information in transmission and storage, have made it difficult and costly to
establish tracing systems.

In response to these problems, we designed a supply chain system based on the
blockchain. The overall architecture of the supply chain and trading system is based
on smart contracts, which can record trading information while implementing trading
functions. All kinds of information of supply chain products can be shared on a distributed
information sharing platform through smart contracts and alliance chain technology. The
comprehensive performance of the system is experimentally evaluated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the basic concepts
and operating mechanisms of blockchain and related technologies. In Section 2, a supply
chain system model is designed based on the blockchain. Section 3 formulates system
interaction rules, writes and deploys smart contracts, and builds a supply chain system.
Section 4 tests the comprehensive performance of the system. Section 5 summarizes
this work.

2. Related Technology
2.1. Blockchain Technology

The concept of blockchain was first proposed by a scholar named as Satoshi Nakamoto.
He described the blockchain as a distributed ledger based on a chain structure. In the
blockchain, data blocks are linked in order of generation time, and cryptography [14] and
a consensus algorithm [21] are used to ensure the consistency of and lack of tampering
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with the distribution of ledger data. Blockchain technology uses peer-to-peer networks to
achieve communication between distributed nodes. It uses smart contracts to complete
complex business logic functions to achieve automated operations, and a consensus mecha-
nism to realize distributed verification of data results. It uses a chain structure to store data
blocks. Cryptography ensures that data cannot be tampered with, to ensure distributed
data storage in a trusted environment.

Blockchain platforms are implemented by various methods, but are generally divided
into data, network, consensus, contract, and application layers [22], as shown in Figure 1.
The data layer records and stores information on the chain, and uses a Merkel tree, asym-
metric encryption algorithm, and a timestamp to ensure that data cannot be tampered
with and are traceable. Through the peer-to-peer network, the network layer achieves
communication between nodes. The consensus layer uses consensus algorithms to achieve
a stable consensus between distributed nodes, ensuring data consistency and authenticity.
The contract layer provides a smart contract development environment, including the
sandbox environment of the blockchain platform and the corresponding programming
language. The application layer employs various combinations of programmable currency,
finance, and society, according to different application scenarios [23].
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2.2. The Smart Contract

Smart contract is a series of computer program with state and conditional response
deployed in a distributed database. The concept of smart contract was proposed by
Nick Szabo in the 1990s, with the purpose of converting contract terms to a computer
agreement. In a trusted third-party environment, this serves as a trust agent for all parties
to a contract so as to fulfill it efficiently and securely. In the early days, subject to the level
of computer technology, the concept of smart contracts failed to attract much attention.
Blockchain technology provides a trusted execution environment for smart contracts,
whose development has ushered in a new age [24].

A smart contract is not just a simple computer program, it also can be a participant
in a system [25]. It can proactively respond to received commands; perform judgment,
value acceptance, storage, and transmission operations; and process and send information.
Figure 2 shows the smart contract model in the blockchain, where it has its own indepen-
dent states and assets. When receiving assets or information from the outside world, a
smart contract performs operations according to the established rules. After the execution
is completed, the corresponding information or assets are sent to the target accounts.
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3. Blockchain-Based Supply Chain System
3.1. Overall System Architecture

The supply chain system has high requirements for the real-time nature of the trading
process, while information sharing is mainly concerned with availability, reliability, and
security. Combining the characteristics of the supply chain system and blockchain technol-
ogy, we divided the system into a trade chain and information chain platforms, as shown
in Figure 3.
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(a) The trade chain platform is responsible for the trading functions of the supply chain
system. Its main participant is the blockchain-based trading alliance chain, where trade smart
contracts are deployed. The trade chain platform has two main roles. First, it achieves an
efficient and convenient trading process. It controls the trading process between supply
chain enterprises, during which a trade smart contract will verify a transaction’s legitimacy,
completion, and other information, reducing the steps in manual verification, improving the
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efficiency and security of supply chain transactions, and reducing supply chain costs. Second,
it makes transaction information transparent and traceable. When the trade chain platform
executes a transaction, it records the initiation time, parties to the transaction, completion
status, and other information, and makes it available to supply chain enterprises.

(b) The information chain platform is responsible for information management. Its main
participant is the information alliance chain based on the blockchain, where information smart
contracts are deployed. The information chain platform stores relevant data of supply chain
products. Enterprises can share their product information here, and can obtain information
about their supply chain. The information chain platform can also be used as a product cycle
management system. Through recorded product information, the full life cycle of a product
can be traced. If a product has a problem, then consumers and the core enterprise can trace
through the information chain platform to locate the step where the problem occurred.

3.2. Trading Alliance Chain Based on Blockchain

The trading alliance chain is the basis for the supply chain system to realize the
trading function. It adopts the alliance chain model: nodes are given different permissions,
individual consumers and other users are connected to the trade chain platform through
free nodes, and supply chain enterprises must be authorized by the core enterprise to access
the trade chain platform. Individual consumers have fewer permissions and usually can
only conduct product transactions; supply chain enterprises have transaction permissions
and transaction data permissions.

In the supply chain, consumers conduct transactions by calling trade smart contracts,
as shown in Figure 4. The consumer sends a trading request to the trade smart contract
account, and the trade smart contract verifies the content of the request and sends it to
the corresponding producer, who proofreads the request and executes the trade. The
logistics information of the product is sent to the trade smart contract, which forwards the
information to the consumer. After receiving the product, the consumer sends confirmation
information to the trade smart contract, and transaction funds are paid to the producer.
Information on the completed transaction is packaged by the trade smart contract and
uploaded to the information alliance chain.
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3.3. Information Alliance Chain Based on Blockchain

The information alliance chain manages information in the supply chain, using the
alliance chain model. Individual consumers and supply chain companies access the
information alliance chain in different ways, and have different permissions. Supply chain
enterprises can share information about supply chain products through the information
alliance chain, and have different information acquisition permissions, depending on their
stage of participation in the supply chain. Individual consumers can usually only obtain
information on specific products, and generally lack information upload permission.
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After the supply chain enterprise accesses the information alliance chain, it can upload
information on supply chain products in the enterprise’s intranet to the information alliance
chain, which manages the received information, and nodes such as supply chain enterprises,
individual consumers, and regulatory agencies can obtain information according to their
permissions. When a node obtains information, an information smart contract will verify
the legitimacy of the request, and the information will be sent to the requesting node.
The structure is shown in Figure 5.
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4. System Construction
4.1. Currency System in Supply Chain System

Currency is the foundation of transactions. Realizing the functions of a trade chain
platform requires an appropriate digital currency system. The currency in the supply chain
system is issued by a core enterprise. Digital currency is a value medium for transactions
and can be used as a credit certificate between enterprises and between enterprises and
financial institutions to achieve reliable trust transfer.

A core enterprise can issue digital currency more conveniently in a supply chain
system based on blockchain technology, and by setting relevant parameters, can obtain
suitable digital currency, whose issuance is relatively simple. The parameters of digital
currency must be combined with actual demand, so the processes of issuing digital currency
and setting-related parameters are not repeated.

4.2. Node Permissions

To prevent abuse of the normal operation of the supply chain and related information,
nodes in the supply chain system must verify permissions when a requestor asks for informa-
tion or initiation of a transaction. A node’s permissions are assigned by the core enterprise
when the node applies for access to the supply chain system. There are three types of nodes.

(a) The core enterprise is the core node of the supply chain system, with the high-
est permissions, and it is responsible for the overall coordination of the supply chain.
It prepares a table of permissions corresponding to each node, and stores it for smart
contract verification.

(b) Upstream and downstream enterprises are authorized nodes. When accessing the
supply chain system, they must go through the audit of the core enterprise and obtain the
corresponding permissions.

(c) Individual consumers are free nodes that can be added to the supply chain system
without review by the core enterprise, but their permissions are relatively limited.
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4.3. Rules for System Interaction

Various types of interactions between supply chain enterprises are relatively frequent
and complex. The system is based on a distributed architecture, and communication
pressure is relatively heavy. Therefore, we formulate interaction rules to ensure stable and
efficient operation of the supply chain system.

4.3.1. Trade Chain Platform Interaction Rules

The interaction of the trade chain platform involves the roles of producer, consumer,
and trade smart contract. A complete transaction process has three stages: 1. The consumer
calls a trade smart contract to initiate the transaction; 2. The trade smart contract verifies
the request, and the transaction information is sent to the producer’s account; 3. After the
transaction is completed, the trade smart contract determines the results.

We next analyze the information interaction of the trading process.
(a) Transaction initiation phase. When initiating a transaction, consumers must

send the transaction product, corresponding producer, transaction funds, and expected
completion time to the smart contract account. The interaction content is as follows:
[idC, jurC, C → P, tabC(w, v, a, dl)], where idC is the consumer account information, jurC
is the consumer transaction permission information, C→P indicates that the transaction
is initiated by consumer C and executed by producer P, tabC is the information of the
transaction, w is the consumer’s target product, v denotes the funds for the transaction, a
is the agreement for the transaction, and dl is the transaction completion period given by
the consumer.

(b) Smart contract verification phase. The trade smart contract verifies the transaction
content upon receiving the request. After verification, the trade smart contract sends the
transaction content to the producer account. The interaction content is [T → P, in fT(tabC, st)],
where T→P indicates that the information is sent to the producer by the trade smart contract;
and infT is the content of the transaction information sent by the trade smart contract to
the producer, where tabC is the transaction information sent by the consumer to the trade
smart contract, and st is the time when the smart contract receives the request.

(c) Transaction result determination phase. After the transaction is completed, the
trade smart contract must determine the transaction completion status. If the producer
delivers the product on time, then the trade smart contract forwards the funds to the pro-
ducer’s account and sends the transaction result information to the producer. The content
of the information is [T → P, tabT(v, ct, N)], where T→P indicates that the information is
sent by the trade smart contract to the producer, tabT is the content of the information,
v is the amount of funds, ct is the transaction completion time, and N indicates that the
transaction is completed on time and is normal.

If the producer fails to deliver a product on time, then the trade smart contract returns
part of the funds to the consumer according to the agreement between the parties, sends the
remaining funds to the producer’s account, and sends the transaction result information
to the producer. The content of the information is [T → P, tabT(v′, ct, od)], where v′ is
the remaining part of the original funds after deducting part, and od indicates that the
transaction is overdue.

4.3.2. Information Chain Platform Interaction Rules

The interactive process of the information chain platform has two types of information
upload and acquisition. The trade smart contract verifies a received request and the
permissions of the requestor, and the next operation is performed. We describe the two
types of interaction.

(a) Information upload. When uploading product information, a supply chain enter-
prise indicates the product type and product information type. Based on the identity of the
enterprise, the system analyzes its permissions and sends the corresponding information
to the information smart contract. The interaction content is as

[
idup, jurup, in fp(tar, ti, c)

]
,

where idup is to upload enterprise identity information, jurup is to upload enterprise in-
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formation upload permission, infp is the content of the uploaded information, tar is the
product type, ti is the product information type, and c is the brief product information.

(b) Information acquisition process. A supply chain enterprise or individual con-
sumer information acquisition request must indicate the target product and the type of
information required, at which time it is possible to give necessary conditions such as
time intervals to narrow the scope of information. The system analyzes the requestor’s
permissions and sends it to the information smart contract. The interaction content is[
idup, jurup, in fp(tar, ti, c)

]
, where idd is the identity information of the requestor, jurd is the

requestor’s information acquisition permission, conp is the content of the information to
be acquired, tp is the target product, tid is the target information of the product, and res
denotes the limiting conditions set by the requestor.

The information smart contract verifies the content of the request. If the upload
content matches the requestor’s permissions, then the corresponding operation will be
performed and the operation record will be uploaded to the information alliance chain; if it
does not match, then the request is rejected.

4.4. Smart Contract Design
4.4.1. Trade Smart Contracts

The trade smart contract has two functions: to verify the transaction information and
to confirm the transaction results and complete the fund transfer.

When a consumer initiates a transaction, the request is sent to the trade smart contract,
which verifies the request content and consumer permissions. After verification, the transaction
information is sent to the corresponding producer account. Upon accepting the transaction,
the producer sends a confirmation message to the trade smart contract, which begins to follow
up. The process to verify the legality of transaction information is shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Verify the legality of transaction information

Input: Consumer con1 sends a transaction request: [idcon1, jurcon1, con1→pro1, tabcon1(w, v, a, dl)]
Output: If the transaction request is legal, the trade smart contract sends the transaction

information to producer pro1: [T→pro1, infT(tabC, st)]; if the request does not meet the conditions,
then the trade smart contract rejects the request.

Consumer con1 calls the trade smart contract and sends [idcon1, jurcon1, con1→pro1,
tabcon1(w, v, a, dl)] to the trade smart contract;

The public key address of consumer con1 is obtained, consumer = msg. sender;
If con1 != legal user []
return;
else
If the target product w = = p of con1 []
then
If commodity w matches agreement a
then
The trade smart contract sends [T→pro1, infT(tabC, st)] to producer pro1;
else return;
end If
else return;
end If
Producer pro1 verifies the information in InfT (tabcon1,st);
end If
If the transaction request meets the requirements
then
Confirmation information is returned to the trade smart contract;
else
Reject this transaction;
end If
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When the transaction is over, the trade smart contract determines the transaction
completion and sends funds to the producer. If the transaction is completed on time, then
the trade smart contract will normally transfer the funds to the producer pro1 account;
if the transaction is overdue, then the trade smart contract will pay part of the funds to
the producer according to the agreement, and the remaining funds will be returned to the
consumer. The identification of the transaction result can be implemented by Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Transaction result identification

Input: transaction completion status (transaction completion time ct);
Output: Confirmation of the transaction result, and funds are sent to the producer according

to the transaction result.
If ct ≤ dl
then
transfer (address _ pro1, v);
Send [T→P, tabT(v, ct, N)] to the producer account;
else
v′ = v −m;
transfer (address _ pro1, v′);
Send [T→P, tabT(v′, ct, od)] to the producer account;
end If

4.4.2. Information Smart Contract

The information smart contract is the basis of information exchange in the supply
chain. It has two main tasks: to check whether information uploaded by the enterprise and
its permissions meet requirements; and to check the legality of the information acquisition
request of each node. To ensure the accuracy and availability of data information in the
supply chain, the information smart contract must verify the information uploaded by
an enterprise, i.e., whether it is consistent with the enterprises’ permissions. Algorithm 3
shows the process of information uploading.

Algorithm 3. Upload information

Input: enterprise part a uploads product information message a [];
Output: If the uploaded information matches the permissions, then the information will be

stored in the information alliance chain; if it does not match, then the request will be rejected.
The enterprise part a calls the information smart contract and sends message a [] to the

information smart contract;
Information smart contract obtains the public key address of enterprise part a, pkA a = msg.

sender;
Retrieve tag a = message a [infp(tar,ti)];
If tab a = = lab of massage a []
then
Verify the data format of form a in message a [];
If form a = = stand [tag a]
then
The information smart contract classifies message a by label and stores it in the information

chain;
else Return error message;
end If
else return;
end If

After the information is stored in the information alliance chain, other enterprises in
the supply chain can obtain it. However, this information is not completely open to all
users, as nodes have different permissions. Users needing to obtain information from the
information chain platform must send an information acquisition request to the information
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smart contract, which determines whether the request is legal based on the requestor’s
permissions and the requested information. Such information acquisition process can be
described in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. Information acquisition

Input: enterprise part b sends an acquisition request application b [];
Output: If the content of the request matches its permissions, then the information smart

contract sends the corresponding information to the requestor’s account; if it does not match, then
the request is rejected.

Enterprise part b calls the information smart contract and sends an information query
request application b [];

The information smart contract obtains the public key address of the participant part b, pkA
b = msg. sender;

Purview b = purview [pkA b];
If application b [conp(tp,tid)] = = purview b
then
Smart contract retrieves request content conp, checks the availability of information;
If conp = = 0
then return;
else
conp []→ part b, and saves the request record in the information alliance chain;
end If
else return; end If

4.5. Contract Deployment

A smart contract can be compiled and deployed after the smart contract design is
completed. This paper uses the Solidity programming language [26], kernel version 0.4.22,
and an EthFiddle-Solidity compiler. The compilation results are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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A smart contract can be deployed after compilation, and a user can implement the
corresponding operation by calling a smart contract. The deployment results are shown in
Figures 8 and 9. We use EthFiddle pre-stored accounts; the main account is the transaction
initiation account, and the remaining accounts are the main participants of the supply chain.
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5. Experiment and Analysis

After system construction is completed, the performance of this system will be tested
and analyzed. Basic performance of the supply chain system will be firstly tested, includ-
ing the transaction, information upload, and information acquisition functions. Similar
programs are compared to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the system. The
second test is to analyze the system performance, i.e., the security and throughput.

The test environment is as follows: Windows 10 operating system, Intel Core i5-9400
processor, main frequency 2.90 GHz, 8 GB memory.

5.1. Basic Functions of the System

The system function test was divided into tests of the trade chain and information
chain platforms. We tested the trading function of the trade chain platform and the
information upload and acquisition functions of the information chain platform.

A test was performed on the trading function of the trade chain platform. During the
transaction process, the trade chain platform must complete legality verification, result
confirmation, and fund transfer. The test simulated the transaction process through virtual
transactions between any two nodes in the system. The details of the transaction process
were controlled by the trade smart contract. The system functions were analyzed by
the transaction information stored in the corresponding block after the transaction was
completed. The block information is shown in Figure 10. According to the test results,
the trade chain platform could realize the transaction legality verification, transaction
result identification, and transaction fund transfer functions, and could store transaction
information, which meets the basic requirements of supply chain transactions.

The function test of the information chain platform was then carried out. When a node
uploads or obtains information, the information chain platform must verify the node’s iden-
tity, permissions, and operation objects. After the operation is completed, the information
chain platform stores relevant records in the information alliance chain for later verification.
The test simulated the workflow of an information chain platform by uploading virtual
information through a node and obtaining the information from another node. Figure 11
shows the product information uploaded by an enterprise to the information alliance chain,
and Figure 12 shows the operation record of the information smart contract after a user
obtained product information. It can be seen that the information chain platform could
realize basic information upload and information acquisition functions.
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Following the performance test, we compare the program with those proposed in
the literature [27–30], which are applied in medical data management [27,28], information
management in the construction industry [29], and the beef supply chain [30]. They
are compared from five aspects, including the contribution of block chain, information
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traceability, search, third-party access and access control. The results are shown in Table 1.
Through comparison, it can be noticed that this program had certain advantages as a whole,
but compared to other research results, each of its functions has not been fully perfected.
For example, the search function does not support keyword search, and the access control
mechanism is relatively simple. It is necessary to continue improving the system functions
in future research.

Table 1. Functional comparison.

System Function Literature [27] Literature [28] Literature [29] Literature [30] This Paper

Contribution of Blockchain
√ √ √

×
√

Information Traceability
√

×
√ √ √

Search
√ √

×
√ √

Third-party Access ×
√ √ √ √

Access Control
√ √ √ √ √

5.2. System Performance
5.2.1. Check on the Smart Contract

We start with the check on the vulnerability of smart contracts, using the ant blockchain
BaaS platform for vulnerability detection. This platform integrates smart contract detection
functions and can detect common security vulnerabilities such as unauthorized access
and re-entrant attacks that may exist in smart contracts [31]. Figures 13 and 14 show the
detection results of trade smart contracts and information smart contracts, respectively.
The results reveal unauthorized access vulnerabilities in both, primarily because the user
lacks the identity authentication step when triggering the state change operation to modify
unrelated state variables. In the later stage of system improvement, it is necessary to add
an identity authentication mechanism when calling unrelated state variables.
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5.2.2. System Fault Tolerance Test

We define the fault tolerance of the supply chain system as its ability to maintain
stable operation when attacked by malicious nodes in a system with a certain number of
access nodes. In the experiment, the probability of a certain number of malicious nodes
successfully destroying the normal operation of the system was used as an indicator to
evaluate fault tolerance performance.
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Combining the results of the final experiment and equipment performance, we set the
total number of nodes in the supply chain system to 60. The number of malicious nodes
was increased from 1 to 40, with a step size of 3. Repeated experiments were conducted
under different numbers of malicious nodes to obtain the corresponding attack success
rates. The attack method of the malicious node was set to forge block information. When
the normal node started to record the forged block, it was assumed that the malicious node
attack had been successful. The experimental results are shown in Figure 15.
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The experimental results show that the attack success rate of malicious nodes de-
creased as the number of malicious nodes decreased. When the number of malicious nodes
was less than 32% of the total, the probability of successful attack approached zero. In the
supply chain system, the core enterprise will audit each enterprise, so the probability of
malicious nodes exceeding 1/3 of the total is usually low. This shows that the system has
high fault tolerance performance, but there is still some room for improvement. Later, the
system consensus algorithm and identity authentication mechanism can be improved.

5.2.3. System Throughput Test

System throughput refers to the amount of information that a system can handle per
unit of time. We used the transaction throughput per second (TPS) to evaluate system
throughput. Although the supply chain system has lower requirements on throughput,
to ensure the stability of system operation and subsequent improvement, we tested the
throughput through experiments.

We used the total number of nodes in the supply chain system as a variable, increasing
it from 5 to 70, with a step size of 5. Repeated experiments were made under different
numbers of nodes, and the average value of throughput in each state was calculated.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 16. It can be seen that when the number
of nodes was between 5 and 45, the throughput of the supply chain system showed a
linear upward trend with the increase of the number of nodes. When the number of nodes
was greater than 45, the system throughput decreased, and eventually remained around
36 TPS. This shows that even in a relatively simple experimental environment with a single
request content, the throughput of the supply chain system is low. In follow-up research,
the supply chain system architecture, consensus algorithm, and other aspects must be
improved to increase the system throughput.
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6. Conclusions

With the rapid development of blockchain technology and the enormous attention
it has received, it is being applied to more and more fields. We proposed a supply chain
system based on blockchain technology and attempted to solve some of its problems.
The system is based on a trade chain platform and information chain platform. The first
is responsible for trading functions, and the second provides for convenient and reliable
information sharing. Trade smart contracts are deployed to realize the management of
transaction process information, including funds and results; information smart contracts
are deployed in the information chain platform to enable participants to carry out conve-
nient, efficient information interaction, and to manage the permissions of each participant
for information security. The comprehensive performance level of the system was analyzed
through experiments. The results show that the system can meet the basic requirements of
the supply chain, but requires improvement in subsequent research in terms of throughput
and security.
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